FAQ’s
Do you have a design service?
Our experienced and qualified sign makers can offer a design service for you if you should
require. We can produce a design based on just your company logo, or work with your own
designs, whichever is more suitable. We also produce and install all our own signage, making
the process as streamline as possible.
Should I have a budget in mind?
Yes - We have an extensive product range to suit all budgets and requirements. Our process
can include various elements which when put together create the perfect signage solution for
you.We are experts in signs and graphics and work hard to make sure we provide you with
the best possible solution. By having a budget, we can tailor our solutions to your
expectations – which gives you control over your project and allows us, as your sign maker,
to produce the best possible work for you, within your budget limits.
Vehicle Wrapping - Colour Change ‘Wrap’ - Digitally Printed ‘Wrap’ – Partial Wrap - Cut
Vinyl Graphics’ - What is the difference?
Vehicle wrapping by Signs Express is a form of print advertising where a vehicle can be
completely covered in full coloured images. Previously, this could only be done by hand
painting the vehicles. Today, however, vehicle wrapping is achieved using large sheets of
printed vinyl that can be easily applied and removed from all vehicle surfaces. Vehicle
wrapping enables you to use full colour photos or your company artwork to produce eyecatching results which helps attract more clients and strengthen your company brand.
Vehicle wrapping can be produced using either a solid colour, which will last up to 10 years
or by full colour digital printing which will last up to 5 years. At Signs Express we only use the
top of the range 3M vehicle wrapping materials which means you get a warranty, peace of
mind and a matching protective over-laminate. Our vehicle wrapping materials, unlike inferior
products on the market, will remove cleanly meaning there is less cost involved in returning
your vehicle to its original colour.
A partial wrap, for example across the back doors and sides of the vehicle. There are lots of
different ways we can create a great looking livery for you and work within your budget.
Signs Express apply lots of vehicle liveries using coloured Cut Vinyl Graphics to great effect.
Fantastic designs and images can be achieved using several different coloured vinyl’s.
Although not always as eye-catching as the more recent vehicle wrapping the cut vinyl option
is still a popular choice.
The foundation of modern sign-making, computer driven cut vinyl allows the production of
combined coloured graphics and text in hundreds of colours of self-adhesive vinyl (including
metallic and reflective materials). One advantage over printed vinyl is that these products can
last up to 8 years depending on your requirements.
Signs Express can design liveries for most vehicles as we have design templates for every
type of van, car, truck and coach ready for you to use.
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